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1. ( Chuck) Tell us a little bit about your background in ministry and what you’re
working on with Global Spheres right now.
2. ( Alemu) Will you tell us about your ministry, Gospel of Glory, and how you’re
training up national and international leaders?
3. Walk us through the historical purpose of an altar as seen in the Old Testament.
4. I f we are no longer discussing altars as a place for sacrifice, what might a modern
altar look like?
5. I n the Old Testament, we often see building an altar as a mandate from the Lord to
a person or group of people. God asks this of Noah when the flood subsides, and of
the Israelites after they are freed from Egypt. Why do you think we’ve lost this
practice over time?
6. What purpose does our spiritual altar serve today? How does the spiritual altar
advance the Kingdom on earth?
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7. You mention in Rekindle the Altar Fire that “staying at the altar . . . is dwelling in holy
covenant communion with the Living God and living a lifestyle of obedience.” Why
is understanding the covenant so important for revival?
8. H
 ow does the altar connect with our sin? In other words, how should we come by
the altar as a means of dealing with our sin?
9. T
 he book shares many ways in which we ruin the altar of God. Will you talk to us
about one of the ways we tend to neglect or misuse our altar today?
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10. What happens to our prophetic destiny when we neglect our altar?
11. T
 alk to us about what you’re seeing in the nations right now. Where do you see the
greatest need to rebuild the altar in our own country?
12. Where can our audience go to connect with you and purchase a copy of Rekindle the
Altar Fire?

Available at your local bookstore, chosenbooks.com or by calling 1-800-877-2665.

